
  

The “baffler” question is a very tough question that continues round after round until a team 

guesses the correct answer. The baffler question is independent of the six rounds and has 

nothing to do with the round categories. You get no points for correctly answering the baffler 

question - but there is a prize.  

 

Every round, a clue will be given to help you guess the answer. Listen for the ‘Baffler’ clue at 

the beginning or end of each round. Put your guess at the bottom of the answer sheet in the 

space provided. Guess every round. There is no penalty for a wrong guess. 

There are 6 rounds of 10 questions each. Each question is worth 1 point (half-points are 

sometimes given for “close” answers). After studying Tonight’s Categories, you get to select 

any 2 rounds (other than round 1) to count double points. This raises the total possible points 

in the game to 80. Circle your team’s two bonus rounds on the bonus section on the front page 

of booklet. Don’t forget to write your team’s name at the top of each page. 

 

A round winner will be announced at the end of each round. One team will be named the 

overall game winner at the end of all 6 rounds.  The entire game takes from 2 to 2 1/2  hours to 

play. 

Seriously, just keep the smart phones put away - even if you are just 

texting or playing games or otherwise not cheating. If someone sees 

that you have your smart phone out during the round, you will be 

accused of all manner of evil. Wait until the scheduled breaks. 

Be sure to like and follow 

“Echoes Pub Quiz” on Facebook 

to get the latest updates 

and see the photos of all the winners. 

You can see our schedule  

of locations and times at: 

EchoesPubQuiz.com/RegularSchedule. 

Please visit Echoes Pub Quiz on the web 

by just scanning this QR code with your 

smart phone or by going to:  

EchoesPubQuiz.com. 


